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Introduction
JMorven is a Java implementation of the Morven framework, which was originally proposed by Prof. George M. Coghill [1, 2] and formerly known as the Mycroft framework. JMorven was first implemented by Dr. Allan M. Bruce [3, 4] , and since 2007, it was maintained and further developed by Dr. Wei Pang. You may find different versions of JMorven, and make sure you are using the latest version, which is JMorven V1.1a at the time of writing this user guide. This user manual focuses on introducing JMorven as a software. To further understand the design principles and algorithm descriptions of JMorven, the reader is directed to references [4] and [5] .
Installation
JDK or JRE
Before running JMorven, make sure you have JRE (Java Runtime Enviroment) or JDK (Java Development Kit) installed on your computer. It is noted that JDK contains JRE, so there is no need to install both of them. To check whether your computer have JRE/JDK installed, open a terminal, and type the following command:
java -version
If there is version information shown in the terminal, JRE/JDK is already installed in your computer. Otherwise, go to www.java.com and download the latest version of JRE/JDK to your computer. The installation of JRE/JDK is straightfoward.
Running JMorven
JMorven is distributed as an executable JAR (Java ARchive) file, which means you can run JMorven at any Java enabled platforms. The name of the jar file will be like JMorvenXXX.jar, where XXX is the version information. To run JMorven, open a terminal in Linux, Unix, or MacOS, or a command prompt (cmd.exe) in a Windows PC, "cd" to the folder where the JMorven JAR file is stored, and type the following command:
java -jar JMorvenXXX.jar
You will see a window popping out as shown in Figure 1 . This is the main window of JMorven containing all functions.
It is noted that the terminal used to invoke JMorven should always remain open, because in the future any information including error messages from JMorven will be displayed in this terminal. Consequently, although technically possible, it is not recommended to run the JMoven JAR file by directly double clicking it, as you will not get the terminal to show information from JMorven.
It is also noted that in the terminal you must "cd" to the JMorven program folder first before invoking the JAR file. This is because only by doing so all relevant files generated by JMorven, such as the simulation results file, can be stored in the JMorven program folder. • Select Model File: select a Morven model to be simulated.
• Select Quantity Spaces File: select a file defining quantity spaces for variables.
• Select Initial State: select a file containing initial values for exogenous variables.
• Select Semi-Q Initial State: select a file defining the initial state for semi-quantitative simulation.
• Parse Input files: perform the parsing for the model, quantity spaces, and initial state (if available) files.
• Set Alpha Cut Value: set the alpha cut value for fuzzy numbers, otherwise a default alpha cut value will be used. It is noted that if we do not perform fuzzy qualitative simulation this function can be ignored.
• Total Envisionment: perform the total envisionment (consider all possible qualitative values for all exogenous variables).
• Specify Initial State: specify initial values for exogenous variables before performing complete envisionment.
• Simulate SemiQ: perform semi-quantitative simulation.
• Chose Initial State: chose a particular initial state from the envisionment for qualitative simulation.
• Complete Envisionment: perform the complete envisionment (exogenous variables are given initial values)
• Simulate Qualitatively: perform the qualitative simulation for a given number of steps.
• Clear : clear the memory, and be ready for the next simulation.
• Exit: quit JMorven.
Qualitative Simulation
In this section we will demonstrate qualitative simulation with JMorven. We use the single tank system as an example to illustrate how to perform the simulation. The single tank system is described in Appendix A.1.
Load Model File
Click the "Select Model File" button, and a file dialog will be opened, as shown in Figure 2 . Go to the "Data/SingleTankQ" subfolder and find a file named "SingleTank SimpleQS.txt". The meaning of this file is explained by Figure B .1 in Appendix B.1.
Load Quantity Spaces File
Click the "Select Quantity Spaces File" button and in the popped file dialog select the file named "simpleQS.txt" in the "Data/SingleTankQ" subfolder. The meaning of this file is explained in Figure B .2 of Appendix B.2.
Parse Input Files
Click the "Parse Input Files" button and parse all input files, including the model, quantity spaces, and initial state (if available) files. If there is any error message shown in the terminal, go back and check the input files. If there is no error, you will see the model and 
Total Envisionment
The output of qualitative simulation is called an envisionment, which is a directed graph and contains all qualitative states and their legal transitions. In total envisionment all possible values of exogenous variables will be considered, and in complete envisionment each exogenous variable is given a specific value. Click the button "Total Envisionment", and a dialog box will be shown asking whether to calculate legal transitions between qualitative states in the envisionment, as shown in Figure 3 . If "Yes" is clicked, a second dialog box will be shown asking whether to show the graph. Click "Yes" again and the total envisionment will be displayed, as shown in Figure 4 .
In Figure 4 each node represents a qualitative state, and each edge stands for a legal transition from one state to another. Edges are directed from thick to thin to represent the directions of transitions. You can drag and drop all the nodes and arrange them in a nicer way. The green node means that the corresponding state is a steady one. Click each node and the information about this state will be displayed in the right part of the window. The information includes qualitative values assigned to all variables, the UID (Unique ID) In this state, V={pos, zer, zer} means that the magnitude of Variable V is positive, the first derivative of V is zero, and the second derivative of V is also zero. Qualitative values pos, zer, and neg are defined in the quantity spaces file SimpleQS.txt, as mentioned in Section 4.2. The assignment of variable V indicates that in State"m-6-6" the volume of the tank is positive and remains unchanged. From Figure 4 we can also see that State "m-6-6" has two successor states and three predecessor states.
After qualitative simulation of the single tank system, a file called envisionment.txt is generated and stored in the JMorven program folder. In this file all information about the envisioment are stored for further use. A snapshot of the file is shown in Figure 5 . 
Complete Envisionment
As mentioned before, in complete envisionment we give each exogenous variable a specific value and perform the simulation. In this section we will demonstrate the complete envisionment when the input flow q i of the single tank is set to positive and steady.
First, click the "Clear" button in the JMorven main window, and this will clear the previous simulation results. Second, click the "Parse Input Files" button and reload the model and quantity spaces files. Third, click the "Specify Initial States" button, and a window for setting up the values of exogenous variables will show up. Set the value of the only exogenous variable q i to be <pos, zer>, as shown in Figure 6 . Remember to tick the "fixed" box, which means we want the value of q i to be fixed throughout the simulation.
After setting up the values for exogenous variables, click the "Complete Envisionment" button, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7 . From this figure we see that It is noted that after specifying the values for exogenous variables, a file named "Ini-tial State.txt" will be generated and stored in the JMorven program folder to record these values. A snapshot and description of this file for the simulation of the Singe Tank System is shown in Figure B. 3 of Appendix B.3. In the future simulation you can load this file by clicking the "Select Initial State" button instead of manually specifying values to perform complete envisionment.
Stepwise Qualitative Simulation
We can also perform qualitative simulation step by step, which enables us to study a particular part of the envisionment. To better demonstrate this, we use the Spring-mass System (described in Appendix A.2) as an example because it has more complicated behaviours than the Single Tank.
Load Model File and Quantity Spaces File
The model and quantity spaces files are in the "data/SpringQ" subfolder and called "SpringSystemSimpleQS.txt" and "simpleQS.txt", respectively. Load these two files as we did in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Complete Envisionment
Similar to Figure 6 , click "Specify Initial States" and set the value of F to be <zer, zer>, and tick the "Fixed" box.
Click the "Complete Envisionment" button, and you will get the envisionment graph as before.
Choose Initial State
Click "Choose Initial State", and you will be asked to choose an initial state for the simulation, as shown in Figure 8 .
Choose State 0 and click "Ok". The window will disappear and we will come back to the JMorven Main Window.
Perform the Simulation
Click the "Simulate Qualitatively" button in the JMorven main window, and in the next pop-up window set the number of steps to be 7.
The simulation will start, and after the simulation is finished the results are shown in Figure 9 . In this figure we can see that the simulation starts from the state represented by a red point and after seven steps the system reaches State "a-6-q-7".
After the simulation a file named "simulation.txt"" is generated and stored in the JMorven program folder. The format of this file is similar to "envisionment.txt" shown in Figure 5 , except that the start state is recorded in this file. 
Semi-quantitative Simulation
We use the same Spring-mass System as in Section 4.6 to demonstrate semi-quantitative (SemiQ) simulation.
Load Model File and Quantity Spaces File
The model and quantity spaces files are in the "data/SpringSemiQ" subfolder and called "SpringSystem.txt" and "qspacesNew.txt", respectively. Load this two files as we did in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Perform Simulation Using a Predefined Initial Values File
In order to perform semi-quantitative simulation, we also need to specify the initial values for some of the variables. This can be done in two ways: (1) load a predefined file containing initial SemiQ values for variables, or (2) manually specify initial values. In this section, we will describe the first way, and in Section 5.3, we will introduce the second way.
In the same "data/SpringSemiQ" subfolder find a file named Initial StateSemiQ SpringSystem.txt. A snapshot and detailed explanation of this file is given in Figure B .4 of Appendix B.3.
It is noted that this file can be either coded by hand or automatically generated by JMorven, which will be described in Section 5.3. Click the "Select SemiQ Initial State" button and load this file. Click the "Parse Input Files" button, and if there is no error reported from the terminal, the "Simulate SemiQ" button will be enabled. Click this button, and you will be asked to specify the step size for the simulation, as shown in Figure 10 . Set the step size to be 0.01, and you will be asked to specify the length of time to simulate. Set the time to be 10, and you will be asked to select the simulation mode, as shown in Figure 11 . We can see that there are a number of different simulation modes available. For more details about these simulation modes, please refer to reference [5] . Select "Monte Carlo Point Simulation", and the next window will ask you to choose the integration method, as shown in Figure 12 . More details about these integration methods are available in [5] . Select the "Taylor Method". Because we choose the "Monte Carlo Point Simulation", we should also provide the number of Monte Carlo iterations in the next window. The bigger this number, the more precise results we will get, and the longer simulation time it will take. For the purpose of demonstration, we give a small number 10 to make the simulation quicker.
After specifying all the above parameters, the semi-quantitative simulation will start. A progress bar may appear indicating the current progress of the simulation. After the simulation has been finished, you can choose which variables to be plotted in the chart. Select "x1" and "x2", and the final simulation results are shown in Figure 13 . In the chart Figure 13 , you can either get more detailed simulation information by hovering the cursor over a specific point of the curve, or zoom in a particular area by using the mouse to select this area. A zoomed-in version of the chart is shown in Figure 14 . In 
Perform Simulation by Manually Specifying Initial Variable Values
When the file for initial variable values is not specified and after the "Simulate SemiQ." button is clicked, several windows will be displayed and you can specify initial values for some of the variables through these windows. One of such windows is shown in Figure 15 . In this window we specify that the magnitude of F is <0, 0, 0, 0>. It is noted that F is in the form of fuzzy four tuples <a, b, alpha, beta>. In this window we also see that the first derivative of F remain unspecified. After the specification of initial variable values, the rest of the operations remain the same as in Section 5.2.
It is noted that after specifying initial values, a file called "Initial StateSemiQ.txt" will be generated and stored in the JMorven program folder. This newly generated file can be used for future simulations as a predefined file, as described in Section 5.2.
Quantitative Simulation
Quantitative Simulation is considered as a special case of semi-quantitative simulation in JMorven, because we can perform quantitative simulation by using the same semiquantitative simulation algorithm and setting the initial values to be zero-width intervals. It is noted that in the current version of JMorven certain simulation modes may not be available for quantitative simulation, including "Extreme Point Simulation", "Regular Spaced Interval Simulation", and "Regular Spaced Point Simulation". It is recommend to use the "Basic Interval Simulation" mode for quantitative simulation. We perform the quantitative simulation for the same Spring-mass System as in Section 5.2. We use the same model and quantity spaces files as in Section 5.2, and in the subfolder "data/SpringSemiQ" select the initial SemiQ values file to be "Initial StateQuantitative SpringSystem.txt", in which all variables are set to be zero-width intervals. We choose the "Basic Interval Simulation" mode. The rest configurations of the simulation are the same as those in Section 5.2. Finally Figure 16 shows the quantitative simulation results for the Spring System. An important feature of JMorven is to perform all three kinds of simulation using the same model. In Section 5 and Section 6 we perform semi-quantitative and quantitative simulation using the same Spring-mass Model described by the files "SpringSystem.txt" and "qspacesNew.txt" in the data/SpringSemiQ subfolder.
In this section, we will perform qualitative simulation using the same model and quantity spaces files. Figure 17 shows the complete envisionment when F is set to <zer, zer>, and Figure 18 shows the qualitative simulation starting from State "5-p-t1-Z1" after three steps. It is noted that in Figure 18 the nodes have been rearranged in a nicer way. 
Future of JMorven
Currently many components for qualitative and semi-quantitative simulation have been parallelised by using the Java multi-threading technology. This enables JMorven to make better use of a computer with multiple processors. In the future we will further make JMoren adapt to cluster computing and cloud computing environments.
A The Description of the Physical Systems
A.1 The Single Tank System
The single tank system is shown in Figure A. 1. The numerical model for a linear version of this system is given by Equations (1) and (2) .
In the above equations V is the volume of the liquid in the tank, q i is the inflow, q o is 
the outflow, and k is a positive constant coefficient determined by the cross sectional area of the tank and the density of the liquid. The corresponding Morven model is shown in Table 1 . This model is composed of four constraints, C1 to C4. The meaning of these constraints has been explained in [4, 5] , and the corresponding quantitative relation for each constraint is shown on the right hand side in the brackets. For variable V , the magnitude, the first and second derivatives are used; for variable q o and q i , only the magnitude and the first derivative are used.
If all the qualitative variables (including their magnitudes and derivatives) use the signs quantity space, which is shown in Table 2 , the mappings of the Function in constraint C1 and C3 are given in Table 3 , in which "1" stands for the existence of a mapping between variables A and B. 
A.2 The Spring-mass System
The Spring-mass System, or the Spring System for short, is shown in Figure A. 2. This system can be modelled by the following equation:
In the above F is the external force which is assumed to be constant, k is a constant parameter related to the mass and the spring, and x is the displacement of the mass with respect to the equilibrium position. The Morven model for the Spring-mass System is 
B.2 The Quantity Spaces File
The quantity spaces file defines all the quantity spaces used by qualitative variables. Figure B. 2 explains the meaning of the quantity spaces file used for simulating the single tank system. In this file there are four quantity spaces defined. Each quantity in the quantity space is defined by a fuzzy number in the form of four tuple <a, b, alpha, beta>, as in [6] . If alpha and beta are zero, the quantity becomes a non-fuzzy interval, which is the case for all simulations presented in this manual. 
B.3 The Initial Values File
For qualitative simulation, the initial values file is generated after the user clicks the "Specify Initial States" button and specifies the initial values for exogenous variables. If the user specifies q i to be <pos, zer> (positive and steady), the initial values file and its meaning is shown in Figure B. 3. For semi-quantitative and quantitative simulation, the initial values file is generated after the user does not click the "Select SemiQ Initial State" button, but clicks the "Simulate SemiQ" button and manually specifies the initial values for simulation.
A snapshot of the initial values file for semi-quantitative simulation of the Spring-mass System is shown in Figure B 
B.4 The SemiQ Simulation Results File
After each semi-quantitative simulation, a file named "SemiQResultsXXXXXXXX.csv" is generated to record all the simulation results and stored in the JMorven program folder, where "XXXXXXXX"" is a time stamp to distinguish this file from others. A snapshot of the SemiQ simulation results file for the Spring-mass System is given in Figure B .5.
